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Wife, mother, grandmother, reader. My second novel, Abandoned, is currently available on Amazon. I have another mystery and horror novel in the works. Be sure to check out my
list of books to read next! Sunday, March 23, 2013 It's been a long time coming and now I have finally finished my second book. This book follows my first book, September

Mourning. It was published with this blog as a way to promote it. I think the cover was fun to do, but it was also stressful to put all the cover art together and then all the work
behind the scenes. With this book I had a little more experience to go along with my continued development as a writer. I also had some other people work on this book, like editor
and the cover designer. I was super pleased with how it turned out and am so happy to see it finally get to you. Here is the official summary: "In the dark days following the end of
the Civil War, young manor house owner, Ben Janssens, finds himself alone with his estranged sister, Hannah, when a dashing stranger arrives at the farm and demands shelter.
While Ben seeks help, Hannah is kidnapped and endured unimaginable horrors. Soon Ben and the stranger, named Wil Bidwell, must track down the culprit to save Hannah, while

fearing that their own safety is in jeopardy. Wil Bidwell begins to question the motives of his mission to find Hannah, while Ben struggles with questions about his own motives. With
Ben caught between his sister’s safety and the duplicity of Wil Bidwell, he must make a choice that could change his life forever." I hope you enjoy reading this book as much as I

enjoyed writing it. Today, I have a cover reveal for my upcoming Halloween themed book, Deep Hallow and Bey, coming in November. The book is written from the point of view of
two young teens and tells the story of the fall of the Old Gods. The main characters, Alex and Nicholas, are brothers and best friends. Their grandfather takes them on a hike in the

woods, where they encounter a scary, ancient spirit called the Old God. Later in the story, they learn that their grandfather was part of a tradition that has made some of their
ancestors real monsters. What will happen when they learn the truth of their grandfather and the true history of the Old Gods? Will they be able to stop the evil before it is too late?
The cover is awesome! I am so happy with it. The interior design was done by the talented Sarah Harriman and interior designer Holly Bagley. I'll post more details about the cover

and book as soon as it is released. Friday, March 21, 2013 I am so excited to be a part of Book Launch Blitz on
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